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But then they danced down the street like dingledodies, and I shambled after as I've been
doing all my life after people who interest me, because the only people for me are the
mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of
everything at the same time, the ones who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but
burn, burn, burn, like fabulous yellow roman candles exploding like spiders across the
stars and in the middle you see the blue centerlight pop and everybody goes "Awww!"
- Kerouac, Jack

I was nauseous and tingly all over. I was either in love or I had smallpox.
- Allen, Woody

Women wish to be loved not because they are pretty, or good, or well bred, or graceful, or
intelligent, but because they are themselves.
- Amiel, Henri Frederic

In real love you want the other person's good. In romantic love, you want the other
person.
- Anderson, Margaret

The more connections you and your lover make, not just between your bodies, but
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between your minds, your hearts, and your souls, the more you will strengthen the fabric
of your relationship, and the more real moments you will experience together.
- Angelis, Barbara De

Real love stories never have endings.
- Bach, Richard

Accept the things to which fate binds you, and love the people with whom fate brings you
together, but do so with all your heart.
- Aurelius, Marcus

Love, and do what you like.
- Augustine, St.

Love is the beauty of the soul.
- Augustine, St.

Love is composed of a single soul inhabiting two bodies.
- Aristotle

Oh, love is real enough; you will find it someday, but it has one archenemy -- and that is
life.
- Ardele, Jean Anouilh
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Love is a force more formidable than any other. It is invisible -- it cannot be seen or
measured, yet it is powerful enough to transform you in a moment, and offer you more joy
than any material possession could.
- Angelis, Barbara De
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